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ABSTRACT

Interpretations of the very rich second solar spectrum of the MgH molecule face serious problems owing to
the complete lack of any information about rates of collisions between the MgH and hydrogen atoms. This
work seeks to begin the process of filling this lacuna by providing, for the first time, quantum excitation, de-
polarization, and polarization transfer collisional rates of the MgH ground state X2Σ. To achieve the goals of
this work, potential energy surfaces are calculated and then are included in the Schrödinger equation to obtain
the probabilities of collisions and, thus, all collisional rates. Our rates are obtained for temperatures ranging
from T=2000 K to T=15,000 K. Sophisticated genetic programming methods are adopted in order to fit all
depolarization rates with useful analytical functions of two variables: the total molecular angular momentum
and temperatures. We study the solar implications of our results, and we find that the X2Σ state of MgH is
partially depolarized by isotropic collisions with neutral hydrogen in its ground state 2S. Our findings show
the limits of applicability of the widely used approximation in which the lower-level polarization is neglected.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Solar physics (1476); Solar atmosphere (1477); Solar magnetic fields
(1503)

1. INTRODUCTION

Linear polarization, formed by scattering of anisotropic ra-
diation and measured by observing the limb of the Sun, is
called second solar spectrum (SSS). Numerical simulations
of the SSS, stimulated by current and future spectropolari-
metric projects, have opened new windows especially into
the field of the quiet Sun’s magnetism (e.g., Bellot Rubio
& Orozco Suárez 2019). The preparation of these projects
and their scientific exploitation require collisional molecular
data to be included in the coupled set of the radiative transfer
equations and the statistical equilibrium equations (SEEs) for
modeling the formation of the SSS.

The interest of molecular spectral lines observed in the
SSS is twofold: first, they are in general optically thin lines,
which facilitates modeling the formation of their polarization
since the radiative transfer problem is less complicated when
the line is optically thin. Second, each molecular multiplet
contains numerous lines with different magnetic sensitivities
(i.e., with sufficiently different Landé g-factors) in a narrow
spectral window that allows a multiline determination of the
magnetic field, a technique known as the “differential Hanle
effect” (e.g., Berdyugina & Fluri 2004; Asensio Ramos &
Trujillo Bueno 2005; Bommier et al. 2006).

Nevertheless, different analyses (e.g., Berdyugina & Fluri
2004; Asensio Ramos & Trujillo Bueno 2005; Bommier et
al. 2006) have obtained a value of ∼ 7-15 G for the pho-

tospheric turbulent magnetic field, which is clearly differ-
ent from the value obtained by analyzing observations of the
line polarization of Sr I λ4607 Å (∼ 40 G; e.g., Derouich et
al. 2006). This difference seems to be due to the fact that
collisions were usually neglected in the case of molecules
as the molecular collisional rates are completely unknown.
Therefore, a better understanding of the SSS of molecules,
and consequently a more accurate determination of the solar
magnetic field, requires a precise determination of molecular
collisional depolarization and transfer of polarization rates.

In particular, the scattering polarization of MgH is one of
the most prominent features of the SSS (e.g., Mohan Rao
& Rangarajan 1999; Gandorfer 2000; Faurobert & Arnaud
2003; Asensio Ramos & Trujillo Bueno 2005; Bommier et al.
2006; Milić & Faurobert 2012). MgH polarized lines must be
analyzed in a comprehensive way to uncover important mys-
teries of the SSS and to address controversies surrounding
Hanle effect diagnostics of turbulent magnetic fields at sub-
telescopic scales (e.g., Bellot Rubio & Orozco Suárez 2019).
Interpretation of the MgH polarized lines is difficult and in-
complete because the Hanle effect and the effect of isotropic
collisions are mixed in the same observable (the polarization
state; Mohan Rao & Rangarajan 1999; Asensio Ramos &
Trujillo Bueno 2005; Bommier et al. 2006).

Our intention in this work is to provide new (de-
)excitation, depolarization, and polarization transfer rates for
the MgH molecule in its ground state X2Σ owing to colli-
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sions with the hydrogen atom, H. These rates are very im-
portant in SSS studies. Computations of quantum collisional
rates occur in two steps: (1) determination of potential en-
ergy surfaces (PESs) for interaction of MgH and H, and (2)
study of the collisional dynamics by solving the Schrödinger
equation with these PESs. Reliable PESs for the interaction
between H(2S) and MgH(X2Σ+) were obtained by Ben Ab-
dallah et al. (2009). A thorough theoretical investigation of
interaction potentials was carried out there, and the surfaces
were represented in terms of Legendre polynomials. As a
confirmation of the result of Ben Abdallah et al. (2009),
we have performed additional calculation of the PESs of the
MgH-H system with higher resolution. As we show below,
our PESs are in very good agreement with those of Ben Ab-
dallah et al. (2009). Nevertheless, our PESs are more accu-
rate for radial separation larger than 9 a0.

The treatment of the collision dynamics was made possi-
ble thanks to the MOLSCAT code (Hutson & Green 1994).
The infinite-order-sudden (IOS) approximation is adopted
to compute (de-)excitation, depolarization, and polarization
transfer cross sections for kinetic energies ranging from 50
to 37000 cm−1 and for the first 70 rotational levels. This
allows us to calculate the corresponding rates for tempera-
tures between 2000 and 15,000 K 1. Sophisticated genetic
programming (GP) codes are used to infer analytical expres-
sions depending on the temperature and total molecular an-
gular momentum by fitting our collisional data (see Derouich
et al. 2015). From the GP expressions, one can obtain depo-
larization collisional rates with accuracy better than 5%. We
study in some detail the solar implications of our results.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

We study the effects of isotropic collision of the MgH in
the 2Σ+ state with the hydrogen atom in its ground state
2S. We describe the MgH levels in Hund’s limiting case
(b). Molecular quantum numbers are denoted by j and N ,
where j is the total angular momentum and N is the rota-
tional angular momentum related to j by~j= ~N+~SMgH where
SMgH =1/2 is the spin of MgH. Therefore, j=N±1/2. The
spin of the hydrogen is SH = 1/2; thus, the collision results
in producing a singlet state 1A′ with total spin Stot =0 and a
triplet state 3A′ with Stot =1.

The SSS of MgH molecule is quantified by using the
density matrix formalism expressed on the basis of irre-
ducible tensor operators (ITOs), which has been introduced
by Fano (1957) and then adopted in solar physics by many
authors (e.g., Sahal-Bréchot 1977; Trujillo Bueno 2001;
Landi Degl’Innocenti & Landolfi 2004). In the ITOs basis,
the density matrix elements are denoted by ρkq (j) with a ten-
sorial order 06k6 2j and a coherence number −k6 q6k.

1 The data can be found at 10.5281/zenodo.4694455

The state of the radiation emitted by the MgH molecule can
be obtained by knowing the ρkq (j). In fact, intensity, circular
polarization, and linear polarization are associated with the
ρkq (j) elements of order k = 0, k odd integer (i.e. k=1, 3, 5,
etc.), and k even integer (i.e. k=2, 4, 6, etc.), respectively.
The contribution of collisions to the evolution of the density
matrix ρ is given by the following rate equations:(d jρkq

dt

)
coll

=−Dk(j, T ) jρkq

−jρkq
∑
j′ 6=j

√
2j′ + 1

2j + 1
D0(j→j′, T ) (1)

+
∑
j′ 6=j

Dk(j′→j, T ) j′ρkq .

Dk(j, T ) are the depolarization rates of the j-level due to
purely elastic collisions, and Dk(j→ j′, T ) are the rates of
polarization transfer between the j and j′ levels.

Note that apart from the multiplicity factor√
(2j′+1)/(2j+1), the Ck(j, j′) denoted by Landi

Degl’Innocenti & Landolfi (2004) become the collisional
transfer rates Dk(j′→ j) defined here and in Sahal-Bréchot
(1977) and adopted by Derouich et al. papers (e.g. Derouich
et al. 2003 and Derouich 2006). One can refer to Derouich
& Ben Abdallah 2009 for more details about the origin of the
multiplicity factor

√
(2j′+1)/(2j+1). We emphasize that,

after plugging in all collisional rates, the final collisional rate
equations, (d jρkq/dt)coll, become exactly the same in both
conventions. The collisional rates are obtained through inte-
gration of cross-sections σk over Maxwellian distribution of
relative velocities (e.g. Derouich 2006). In addition,

Dk(j, T )=D0(j→j, T )−Dk(j→j, T ), (2)

which implies that D0(j)=0.
We use the approach of Corey & Alexander (1985) and

Corey et al. (1986) to obtain expressions for the polariza-
tion transfer cross-sections σk(j→j′, E) and depolarization
cross-sections σk(j, E). In addition, the IOS approximation
is adopted which can be well justified especially for suffi-
ciently high temperatures (see e.g. Lique et al. 2007). In
these conditions, the σk adopted in this work are given, for
example, by Eq. (1) of Qutub et al. (2020). The total colli-
sional rates averaged over spin can then be calculated via the
relation (Corey & Alexander 1985):

Dk(j → j′, T ) =
1

4

[
3Dk(j → j′, T ; 3A′)

+Dk(j → j′, T ; 1A′)
]
. (3)

3. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

We adopt the coordinate system of Jacobi (R, rMgH , θ) for
the calculation of PESs. Here R represents the distance from

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4694455
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional PES for 1A′ state (left panel) and 3A′ state (right panel). Energy is in cm−1.

the center of mass of the MgH molecule to the H atom, and
θ is the rotation angle of the H atom around the MgH. The
MgH molecule is assumed to be rigid with Mg-H distance
frozen at its equilibrium value rMgH = 3.2692 a0 (Rosen
1970).

Accurate ab initio computations of the PESs for the 1A′

and 3A′ states are performed in the internally contracted mul-
tireference configuration interaction level of theory (Werner
& Knowles 1988). Partial size consistency is corrected by
following the Davidson (+Q) correction (Davidson & Silver
1977). The remaining correction is made by subtracting the
energy at R=100 a0. The five lowest orbitals of the Mg atom
were kept frozen. The active space consists of four electrons
distributed in six active orbitals. The augmented correlation-
consistent triple zeta (V5Z) basis set (Dunning 1989) for Mg
and the VQZ basis set for the H atoms were used. All the
PESs are obtained using the MOLPRO package (e.g., Werner
et al. 2010).

For the 1A′ state the R values were varied from 1.75 to 50
a0, giving 55 grid points. For the 3A′ state the R values were
varied from 2.0 to 50 a0, with a total of 61 grid points. We
used a variable step in angle θ in order to cover the complex
behavior of both PESs. The total number of ab initio points
is 3300 for the singlet state and 3294 for the triplet state.
We checked the energy convergence for more problematic
regions (0◦–20◦ and 150◦–180◦) by taking different starting
points for ab initio calculations. For 1A′ and 3A′ potentials,
the 2D spline was employed. This allows us to avoid fitting
errors.

The resulting PESs for the 1A′ and 3A′ electronic states
are shown in Figure 1. For the singlet state, there are two
minima on the PES associated with the formation of HMgH

and MgHH molecules. The HMgH arrangement corresponds
to the minimal structure with θ = 180◦ and R = 3.36 a0
and has the well depth E=−25531.5 cm−1. The minimum
compares well with the E = −25561.55 cm−1 at R = 3.40

a0 obtained by Ben Abdallah et al. (2009). The MgHH
minimal structure corresponds to θ = 0◦ and R =4.59 a0
and has a well depth E = −18791.2 cm−1 (compared to
E=−19642.06 cm−1 at R= 4.60 a0 of Ben Abdallah et al.
2009). The minimum for the triplet state occurs at R= 3.45

a0, θ= 26◦.99 and has an energy E =−6531.3 cm−1 (com-
pared to E = −6758.80 cm−1 at R=3.2 a0 and θ = 33◦ of
Ben Abdallah et al. 2009).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Depolarization Rates

In Figure 2, we show the variation of collisional depolar-
ization rates for the orientation, k = 1 (open circles), and
the alignment, k = 2 (open triangles), as a function of j at
T = 6000 K in the left panel and as a function of T for the
level Nj = 55.5 in the right panel. As one would expect,
the collisional depolarization rates increase with temperature
(roughly D1, D2 ∝ T 0.34 for the given level) and decrease
with increasing j (roughly D1 ∝ j−0.78 and D2 ∝ j−0.70

for the given temperature) as the energy separation between
rotational levels decreases with increasing j.

It is clear from Figure 2 that the depolarization rates with
tensorial order k = 2 are larger than those with tensorial or-
der k = 1. Using GP fitting techniques, we obtain the fol-
lowing relations, which represent the depolarization rates in
the temperature range 2000 – 15,000 K and for total angular
momentum up to 50.5 with error less than 5%:2
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Figure 2. Variation with j (left panel) and with T (right panel) of the collisional depolarization rates for k= 1 (open circles) and k= 2 (open
triangles). The dashed and solid curves show the GP fit values obtained using Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

D1(j, T )

nH×10−10
=

0.0004582j3.9722T 0.41185−0.0005562j3.9806T 0.398+1.23653j0.19053T 0.000014−10.4679j0.02168+9.2281

15.5575 j4.52315

T 0.518178−1.58×10−8j6.79T 0.326−7.2×10−16j4.786T 2.69−15.2825 j4.5256

T 0.51576− 0.024
T 0.36

, (4)

D2(j, T )

nH×10−10
=

0.0005+15.5158T 0.00011

j1.5021 + 0.048
j3.26T 0.014− 15.56

j1.50455

7×10−10j2.634T 0.49+0.046 j1.045

T 0.84+4.516×10−7 T 1.1984

j0.0017 + 0.0352
j0.079T 0.22−6.544×10−7T 1.161

. (5)

The dashed and solid curves in Figure 2 represent the GP fit
values calculated using Equations (4) and (5), respectively,
which are in very good agreement with the directly calculated
rates.

4.2. (De-)excitation and Transfer of Polarization Rates

We now turn our attention to the (de-)excitation and po-
larization transfer rates. In Figure 3, we show the variation
with j in the left panel (for j′−j = 1 and T = 6000 K) and
with j′− j in the right panel (for Nj = 5.5 and T = 6000

K) of the upward transfer of population k = 0 and of polar-
ization k = 1, 2 collisional rates. Note that the collisional
(de-)excitations rates, C(j → j′), are related to the rates
of transfer of population due to collisions, D0(j → j′), via
the relation C(j → j′) =

√
(2j′+1)/(2j+1)D0(j → j′)

(e.g. Derouich 2006). One can see from the left panel of

Figure 3 that the transfer rates increase with increasing j

as the energy difference between levels decreases with j:
D0(j → j + 1) ∝ j−0.11, D1(j → j + 1) ∝ j−0.18, and
D2(j → j+1) ∝ j−0.37 roughly upto j = 15 for the case
at hand. For the same reason the collisional transfer rates de-
crease with increasing |j′−j| (see the right panel of Figure 3):
roughly D0(j→ j′)∝|j′−j|−1.1, D1(j→ j′)∝|j′−j|−1.2,
andD2(j→j′)∝|j′−j|−1.3 for the given case. As one would
expect, the collisional transfer rate with |j′−j|=1 are domi-
nant, as can be seen from the right panel of Figure 3. There-
fore, by using GP fitting techniques, we obtain the following
relations, which represent the collisional transfer rates with
j′−j = 1 in the temperature range 2000 – 15,000 K and for
total angular momenta up to 50.5 with maximum error less
than 1%:3

2 Separate fits for the singlet and triplet contributions are also available from
the authors upon request.

3 Separate fits for the singlet and triplet collisional transfer rates, in addition
to fits for the collisional transfer rates with j′−j > 1, are available from
the authors upon request.
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Figure 3. Variation of the collisional transfer rates for k= 0, k= 1, and k = 2 as functions of j (left panel) for j′−j = 1 and T = 6000 K
and as functions of j′−j for the level Nj =55.5 and T =6000 K. The dotted, dashed, and solid curves in the left panel show the GP fit values
obtained using Equations (6)–(8), respectively.

D0(j→j+1, T )

nH×10−10
=

1.82599342j0.72733479T 0.000035887+2.23672898 j0.72827942

T 0.000028873+2129.2 j0.3877

T 1.9607−4.06270986j0.727856143−6.4×10−6

3.42×10−9j0.389T 0.662+0.02708 j0.19

T 0.9462+
825

j0.252T 2.1375+6680 j0.402

T 2.311− 0.0563
T 1.051

,

(6)

D1(j→j+1, T )

nH×10−10
=

317.35 j2.2305

T 0.855+2.118 j1.2645

T 0.03446+3.347×10−9j2.1953T 1.812−2.619j0.2628+1.8358

1.56×10−11j1.414T 2.2627+1.35×10−10j2.2524T 1.9059+21 j1.2844

T 0.4977+959.7 j2.2353

T 1.19094− 332109
T 2.31

, (7)

D2(j→j+1, T )

nH×10−10
=

3.16488j3.08986T 0.000001128+3.18179j0.000029T 0.00000074−3.16486j3.08986−0.002713 j2.8955

T 0.4695−3.18176

1.52×10−15j2.849T 2.206+0.002613 j2.8175

T 0.5484+0.00521 j1.076

T 0.503+4.6×10−17j1.066T 2.677− 0.21
T 1.165

. (8)

The dotted, dashed, and solid curves in the left panel of Fig-
ure 3 represent the GP transfer rates calculated using Equa-
tions (6)–(8), respectively, which agree extremely well with
the original rates. The GP analytical functions given in Equa-
tions (6)–(8) can be implemented in the numerical codes cal-
culating the theoretical polarization to generate the rates for
any j and T values.

We remark that the collisional transfer rates have similar
behavior with temperature to the collisional depolarization
rates. Downward collisional transfer rates exhibit a similar
behavior with j and T to the upward transfer rates. In fact, for
isotropic collisions, which is the case under consideration,
one has (e.g., Derouich et al. 2007)

Dk(ju→j`, T )=
2j`+1

2ju+1
exp

(
∆Eju,j`

kBT

)
Dk(j`→ju, T ),

with ∆Eju,j` being the energy difference between the upper
ju and lower j` levels and kB being the Boltzmann constant.

It is interesting to note that for the MgH molecule and
other molecules such as the CN (Qutub et al. 2020), colli-
sional depolarization rates are significantly smaller than col-
lisional transfer rates. It is also worth noting that the col-
lisional depolarization and transfer rates are larger for the
MgH molecule as compared to those of the CN molecule.
This is due to the MgH molecule being more asymmetric
than the CN molecule.

4.3. On the Accuracy of the Collisional Rates

There are no experimental or other theoretical values of
depolarization and polarization transfer rates associated with
MgH solar lines to compare with. In addition, as far as
we know, neither experimental nor theoretical work is being
currently performed to provide detailed collisional data that
would enable a quantitative analysis of the MgH polarization.
This work is a first step toward complete determination of the
MgH depolarization and polarization transfer rates.
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We use up-to-date quantum methods to calculate new PESs
and to solve the collision dynamics allowing the calculation
of the rate coefficients. The IOS approximation (e.g., Gold-
flam et al. 1977; Parker & Pack 1978) used in this work is
known to be sufficiently precise for solar temperatures (e.g.,
Derouich & Ben Abdallah 2009). Our quantum collisional
rates should be sufficiently accurate for solar applications.

4.4. Solar Implications

Let us briefly highlight the importance of our collisional
rates for solar spectropolarimetry. Rotational levels of the
electronic ground state of the solar MgH molecule, X2Σ,
can be polarized owing to the anisotropy of the incident ra-
diation. This polarization could either be transferred to the
MgH upper electronic states via radiative absorption, hence
contributing to polarization of the emitted radiation, or get
destroyed by isotropic collisions. This is usually quantified
by solving the full set of coupled SEEs governing the popula-
tion and polarization of different atomic or molecular levels
taking into account all the intervening processes. However,
this goes beyond the scope of this work.

Nevertheless, for the purpose of exploring the possible ef-
fect of collisions on the MgH ground-state depolarization,
it is sufficient to compare the radiative transfer rates due to
absorption for the rotational levels of the MgH electronic
ground state, B`uI(λu`) (which determine lifetimes of the
levels of the electronic ground state, t−1life =B`uI(λu`)), with
the corresponding collisional depolarization rates, Dk(j`).
Here I(λu`) denotes the intensity of light of wavelength λu`
at the center of the solar disk incident on the MgH molecules,
and B`u = (gu/g`)(c

2/2hν3u`)Au` is the Einstein absorption
coefficient, with Au` being the Einstein coefficient for spon-
taneous emission, gu and g` the multiplicity of upper and
lower levels, h Planck’s constant, and c the speed of light.
For concreteness, we contrast the collisional linear depolar-
ization rates of the state X2Σ, D2(j`), calculated at the ef-
fective photospheric temperature, T = 5778 K, and for the
typical photospheric density of hydrogen: nH = 1015−1016

cm−3, with the corresponding radiative absorption rates,
B`uI(λu`), for some representative lines of the A2Π−X2Σ

system of MgH.
We display the values of both D2(j`) and B`uI(λu`) for

selected lines in Table 1. The values of the core relative in-
tensity of the selected lines were obtained from Delbouille
et al. (1972), and the corresponding values of the absolute
continuum were determined by interpolation from the data

of Allen (1976). The values of the Einstein Au` coefficients
were taken from Bommier et al. (2006).

From Table 1, one can see that for both nH = 1015cm−3

and 1016cm−3, D2(j`) is comparable to B`uI(λ). This im-
plies that the X2Σ sate of MgH cannot be completely depo-
larized by collisions. Hence, one has to take into account the
lower-level polarization when solving the SEEs to calculate
the polarization of observed lines. This is an important result
since previously the lower-level polarization was neglected
by assuming that it is completely depolarized by collisions
(Mohan Rao & Rangarajan 1999; Asensio Ramos & Trujillo
Bueno 2005; Bommier et al. 2006).

We also consider the Hanle effect due to turbulent mag-
netic field on the polarization of the MgH ground state,X2Σ.
The Hanle effect is important only if tlife of the considered
level [tlife =(B`uI(λu`)

−1 for the ground state] is compara-
ble to (ωL|gj |)−1, where ωL =8.79×106 B is Larmor angular
frequency, with B being the magnetic field strength in gauss.

In Table 1, we display values of ωL|gj` | calculated at
B = 10 G and B = 100 G. One can see that ωL|gj` |�B`uI

in all cases, which implies that for typical values of the pho-
tospheric turbulent magnetic field ∼ 10 − 100 G the satu-
ration regime of the Hanle effect on linear polarization of
MgH X2Σ is reached.

5. CONCLUSION

We provide (de-)excitation, depolarization, and polariza-
tion transfer rates of the MgH X2Σ state by collisions with
neutral hydrogen in its 2S ground state. These rates are im-
portant for precise interpretation of MgH blue lines in the
SSS. A detailed discussion of the results is presented and
general trends of the collisional rates are given so as to gain
some understanding about the completely unknown role of
collisions on the polarization of other molecules. We obtain
useful variation laws of the depolarization rates with the tem-
perature and the total angular momentum. Important solar
implications of our findings are pointed out.
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